We investigate fundamental limits of the capacity of correlated fading MIMO broadcast channels (BCs) in several regimes of system parameters, with a particular interest in the large-scale array (or massive MIMO) regime. It is advocated in this paper that transmit correlation can be of use to increase both multiplexing gain and power gain in multiuser MIMO systems. In particular, it is shown to improve the system multiplexing gain up to by a factor of the number of degrees of transmit correlation diversity that captures how favorable structure users have in their transmit correlations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fundamental characteristics of correlated fading MIMO BC have not been fully understood in general models on transmit correlation matrices R R R i of users i = 1, · · · , K. In particular, the impact of transmit correlation on the capacity of MIMO BC has not received much attention and it has not been well characterized yet. For example, the work of [1] shows that transmit correlation is detrimental to the sum capacity of MIMO BC in a special case. A different line of thought is that transmit correlation can be advantageous for multiuser MIMO (MU-MIMO) communications, since there exist diverse transmit correlations across multiple users to leverage. Basically, different transmit correlations imply different largescale (long-term) channel directions of users so that the diversity of transmit correlations can be favorably exploited in the multiuser context. For such effect, we coin the term transmit correlation diversity. We can find a number of literature on the results that show benefits of transmit correlation in several aspects. For example, its beneficial impact on the sum capacity was addressed in a special channel model [2] . But, there is no comprehensive understanding on the gains and fundamental characterization for correlated fading MIMO BCs.
A key fundamental limit on the sum rate of i.i.d. Rayleigh block-fading MIMO BC consisting of a transmitter with M antennas and K receivers (users) with a single antenna each immediately follows from the work of Zheng and Tse [3, Sec. V] by taking downlink training into account and by allowing cooperation among users. Namely, the high-SNR capacity of the resulting pilot-aided systems is at best
where T c is the coherence time interval and M * o = min{M, K, T c /2 }. For typical cellular downlink systems with M small, where min{M, K} T c , the factor T c /2 does not significantly affect the system performance. However, in the large scale array regime with M > T c , to which great attention has been paid in practice and is also of particular interest in this work, this factor has a critical impact on the system throughput. To be specific, no matter how large M and K are, multiplexing gain is fundamentally saturated by T c /4.
Based on the previous results, we make the following observations. For both M and K large, the coherence time T c plays as a serious limiting factor in the performance of MIMO wireless systems. Also, the fundamental limits and asymptotic behaviors of MIMO BCs are upper-bounded by those of MIMO point-to-point channels. Albeit these statements are indeed true in independent fading channels, we argue in this work that this is not necessarily the case in correlated fading. To validate the above argument, we make use of the notion of JSDM, proposed by the authors in [4] . The idea is that diverse transmit correlations across users can be exploited to create minimally-interfering virtual sectors, not depending on instantaneous channel realizations. The maximum number of virtual sectors is called the degrees of transmit correlation diversity, denoted by G.
We restrict our attention to an optimistic condition in [4] to intuitively explain the potential gain of transmit correlation and to succinctly characterize fundamental limits in correlated fading channels. It was shown [4] , [5] that JSDM exploiting the transmit correlation diversity can reduce pilot overhead (both in FDD and TDD downlinks) and CSIT feedback overhead by a factor of G. In this work, the following questions are addressed: How does this pilot saving affect the multiplexing gain in MU-MIMO systems? Can we resolve the degree-offreedom saturation in (1) ? Also, what impact does transmit correlation diversity have on power gain (the parallel shift of capacity versus SNR curves) in various regimes of system parameters?
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES

A. System Model
Consider a MIMO BC (downlink) with M transmit antennas and K users equipped with a single antenna each. Let R R R denote the transmit correlation matrix. In general, R R R is of full algebraic rank but with eigenvalues except dominant ones decaying quickly. We normalize tr(R R R) = M for all users and let r = rank(R R R) andr ≤ r denote the number of dominant eigenvalues (in descending order) of R R R, which are defined as follows: for any integerr > 0, there exists a positive constant m such that λ1(R R R) λr(R R R) ≤ m < ∞, i.e., dominant eigenvalues are uniformly bounded.
By using the separable correlation model and the Karhunen-Loeve transform, the channel vector of a user can be given by
where w w w ∈ C r×1 ∼ CN (0 0 0, I I I), Λ is an r × r diagonal matrix whose elements are the non-zero eigenvalues of R R R, and U U U ∈ C M ×r is a matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of R R R corresponding to the non-zero eigenvalues, i.e., R R R = U U U ΛU U U H . The random matrix h h h follows the frequency-flat block-fading model, for which it remains constant during the coherence time interval of T c but changes independently every interval.
Let H H H denote the M × K system channel matrix given by stacking the K users channel vectors by columns. The signal vector received by the users is given by
where V V V is the M × s precoding matrix with s the rank of the input covariance Σ = E[x x xx x x H ] (i,e., the total number of independent data streams), d d d is the s-dimensional transmitted data symbol vector such that the transmit signal vector is given by x x x = V V V d d d, and z z z ∼ CN (0 0 0, I I I) is the Gaussian noise at the receivers. The system has the total power constraint such that tr(Σ) ≤ P , where P implies the total transmit SNR.
B. Review of Joint Spatial Division and Multiplexing (JSDM)
The goal of JSDM is to reduce the downlink training and the CSI feedback overheads by exploiting the fact that some users have similar transmit correlation matrices and further by leveraging a useful structure of users transmit correlations. In order to create the useful structure, we have to classify users based on their transmit correlation matrices. To this end, put together users with similar transmit correlations into a group. Then, separate multiple groups whose "long-term" subspaces are quasi-orthogonal. Spatial division here is done by multiple beamforming along such subspaces. Simultaneously, we can serve users in each group by spatial multiplexing which depends on instantaneous channels. In general, we have multiple sets of quasi-orthogonal groups, which we call classes.
For notational simplicity, suppose that we have a single class. In this case, the user index can be written as g k = g−1 h=1 K h + k, where k = 1, · · · , K g . Let R R R g k denote the transmit correlation matrix of user g k and be eigendecomposed as R R R g k = U U U g k Λ g k U U U H g k , with rank of r g k andr g k ≤ r g k dominant eigenvalues. Denote byŨ U U g k the M ×r g k matrix collecting the eigenvectors corresponding to dominant eigenvalues. Also denote by R R R g the transmit correlation matrix of group g decomposed as R R R g = U U U g Λ g U U U H g of rank r g with λ g,i the ith eigenvalue of R R R g . The subspace spanned by the eigenvectors of R R R g is called the eigenspace of group g. The channel vector of user g k is
Also, let H H H g = h h h g1 , · · · , h h h g Kg and H H H = H H H 1 , · · · , H H H G denote the group channel and the system channel matrix, respectively, reordered according to the index g k . The precoding of JSDM has a two-stage sturucture given
beamforming matrix that depends only on the channel secondorder statistics,Ũ U U g k , which is supposed to be similar to U U U g by user partitioning. Then P P P ∈ C b×s is a precoding matrix that depends on the instantaneous realization of the aggragate Owing to user partitioning, we can consider feeding back only
In this case, the precoding matrix takes on the block-diagonal form P P P = diag(P P P 1 , · · · , P P P G ), where P P P g ∈ C bg×sg .
Although the notion of transmit correlation diversity is subtle to clearly define unless an ideal condition is given, a formal definition can be stated as: A multi-user MIMO channel is said to have the G degrees of transmit correlation diversity, if its classes after user partitioning have, on the average, G groups whose eigenspaces are quasi-orthogonal.
In order to elucidate a potential gain of transmit correlation diversity, we now define an ideal structure of transmit correlations, already introduced in [4] . Assume that G groups are formed in a symmetric manner such that r g = r for all g. For G ≤ M r , a tall unitary structure of transmit correlations is 
where W W W g is an i.i.d. r g × K g matrix. Using this, we have Theorem 1 ( [4] ). Under the tall unitary structure, the sum capacity of (3) with full CSI is equal to that of (5), given by
where S S S g denotes the diagonal K g × K g input covariance.
III. BENEFICIAL IMPACT OF TRANSMIT CORRELATION
In this paper, we provide high-SNR capacity results for correlated fading MIMO BCs. We also characterize the high-SNR capacity in the large M regime. Throughout this paper, we assume the perfect CSIT on H H H g and the unitary structure.
For M fixed, we first investigate ergodic sum rates of MIMO BC at high SNR to clearly capture a rate gap between the i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channel and the correlated Rayleigh fading channel. Using Theorem 1 and some well-known results of random matrix theory, we get the following result. Theorem 2. For K g ≤ r g , ∀g, the high-SNR capacity of the correlated Rayleigh fading MIMO BC scales like
where γ is the Euler-Mascheroni constant.
The proof is given in Appendix A. See [6] for K g > r g . We turn our attention to the large M regime. In this case, we need the asymptotic behavior of large-dimensional Wishart matrices. To this end, the best known approach is using the Marčenko-Pastur law [7] . In this paper, we shall instead use Lemma 1 to avoid a very involved definite integral calculation.
To concisely characterize the resulting asymptotic capacity, let Λ be a diagonal matrix consisting of nominal dominant eigenvalues and assume Λ g = Λ, r g = r, K g = K = K G , ∀g, and G divides M and K. Let G = M r and µ = M K be fixed. In other words, both r and K can increase along with M . See Appendix B for the proof. For µ > 1, see [6] . For the purpose of comparison between independent fading and correlated fading channels, assume the r g = r, K g = K , ∀g, and M and K are divided by G, and also assume λ g,i = M r = G for all (g, i). In this case, the eigen-beamforming gain term is given by
With the optimistic assumption on λ g,i , we can see that when M = K, the high-SNR capacity (7) reduces to It is clear that (9) coincides with (10) as M (equivalently, r) increases. Compared to C(P ), transmit correlation diversity incurs power loss in C sum (P ) due to channel dimension reduction, represented by the offset between the second terms in (9) and (10), i.e., −M M =r+1 1 log e, and simultaneously provides eigen-beamforming gain of M log G, which compensates the power loss. It can be further seen that for r > K , the high-SNR capacity (7) of correlated fading BC is the same as that of independent fading BC.
For large M , we can easily see that when M = K, (8) reduces to C sum (P,M ) M = log SNR e + o(1), which equals the wellknown ratio of the i.i.d. Rayleigh fading MIMO channel.
Assuming the prefect CSIT with no cost, the sum rate of even the most optimistic and ideal correlated fading MIMO BC is at best equal to the capacity of independent fading MIMO channel. It will be shown in the following section that this is not necessarily the case with practical pilot-aided systems, where CSIT is provided at the cost of downlink training.
IV. FUNDAMENTAL LIMITS OF MU-MIMO SYSTEMS
In this section, we investigate the fundamental limits of pilot-aided MU-MIMO downlink systems, in which the resources for downlink training are taken into consideration. Following [3] , a pilot-aided downlink system devotes the training phase of length M * o to allow users to estimate the M * o -dimensional channel vectors, where M * o = min{M, K, T c /2 }. Assuming that CSIT is acquired by delay-free and error-free feedback with no channel estimation error, the high-SNR sum rate of MU-MIMO downlink systems is upper-bounded by (1) . This upper bound is also valid in TDD. For example, the number of co-scheduled users (i.e., s) is limited by uplink training overhead (also affected by T c /2) in TDD massive MIMO systems [9] . For large M , the factor T c /2 may significantly reduce the system performance. Noticing that this result holds true in the i.i.d. fading MIMO BC, we will characterize the fundamental limits in correlated fading channels with the notion of transmit correlation diversity.
The downlink common pilot is in general isotropically transmitted, since it has to be seen by all users. We consider a training scheme where the common pilot signal is given by the pre-beamforming matrix B B B g as follows [5] : X X X tr g = B B B g U U U tr g , where U U U tr g is a scaled unitary matrix of size r g × r g . This multiple pre-beamformed common pilot incurs no loss due to pre-beamforming, as if it were an isotropic pilot to users in a group. This also saves the training overhead by a factor of G. capacity of pilot-aided systems is upper-bounded by
where M * = min{M, K}. This main result advocates that multiplexing gain can continue growing as M * increases, provided that transmit correlations are high and well structured. , which is one of our main results. We can see that, for large M and K, exploiting the G degrees of transmit correlation diversity can increase the system multiplexing gain up to by a factor of G. Also, we can easily derive the following important observation: If G ≥ 2 min{M,K} Tc , then M * = min{M, K}.
The above result implies that as long as the degrees of transmit correlation diversity is sufficiently large, the optimal number of transmit antennas M * is not affected any longer by the coherence time T c . As a consequence, the multiplexing gain can continue growing as min{M, K} increases. As a reference on how large the potential gain of transmit correlation diversity could be, we show the gap between the multiplexing gains of (1) and (11) in the following example.
Example: Let T c be 32 long-term-evolution (LTE) OFDM symbol time (approximately, 60 km/h) and 100 symbol time (19 km/h). Also, suppose that the unitary condition is attained such that G = 4 or G = 8. Fig. 1 shows the Zheng-Tse bound,
, and the new bound in (11) on the system multiplexing gain. It can be seen that exploiting transmit correlation diversity can increase the multiplexing gain up to by a factor of 4 and 8 for G = 4 and G = 8, respectively.
This result shows that the maximum possible gain is able to increase the multiplexing gain of pilot-aided MU-MIMO systems by a factor of G and that fundamental limits for correlated fading MIMO BCs are not upper-bounded any longer by those of point-to-point channels.
So far, we have fixed the degrees of transmit correlation diversity, G. We now turn our attention to the case that as M → ∞, G also grows. Therefore, suppose that the ratio G/M is not vanishing, as M increases. Since the purpose of this work is to concisely characterize the asymptotic capacity in a familiar and closed-from expression, assume Λ g = Λ, r g = r, K g = K , ∀g, as before, and also let r * = M * G and µ * = M * K , where M * is divided by G. Given a finite T c , let the ratio M * TcG = ν be fixed with M * → ∞. In this scenario, G grows to infinity along with M but both r and K are finite, unlike Theorem 3. Therefore, we shall make use of (14) instead of (15) in Lemma 1.
Denote by C sum pilot1 (P, M * , υ) the high-SNR capacity of MIMO BC in pilot-aided system 1 for M * and υ large, where υ = r or G. Assuming that the perfect CSIT is provided by an ideal (i.e., delay-free and error-free feedback) uplink with no channel estimation error in FDD and no calibration error in TDD, we have C sum pilot1 (P, M * , υ) = (1 − ν)C sum (P, M * , υ). For all cases of (µ, ν) in the large G regime, we can get
Based on Theorem 2, we can prove this result (see [6] ).
In the large r regime where r (instead of G) goes to infinity, using Theorem 3, we obtain the following result. For µ * ≤ 1 Fig. 2 shows that the asymptotic sum rate curves in pilotaided systems. For large G and fixed r * , the multiplexing gain grows linearly with min{M, K}, whereas this is not the case with large r * and fixed G. In the former case, the upper bound on the asymptotic capacity of µ < 1 is shown to be larger than that of µ ≥ 1, which stems from the foregoing observation that the latter case uses only K transmit antennas. To understand the large rate gap between µ = 1 and µ = 10, recall that at high SNR, a dual MAC is equivalent to the corresponding MIMO point-to-point channel with K transmit antennas and M receive antenna. For large r * , the two cases of µ = 1 and µ = 10 collapse into the red solid line. This absurd situation is treated in pilot-aided system II in [6] . Finally, see [10] for practical schemes in the large M regime with M > K. A proof of (15) can be found in [6] . Provided the unitary structure is available, the sum rate of the gth dual MAC subchannel in (6) can be rewritten as
When K g ≤ r g in an MIMO BC, the sum capacity of the dual MAC is well known [12] to be equivalent at high SNR to that of the corresponding cooperative MIMO system. This also implies that, for K g ≤ r g , uniform power allocation across K g eigenmodes in the gth dual MAC (6) is asymptotically optimal, yielding S S S g = P K I I I Kg for all g. For large P , we have = log e (µ −1 − 1) ln
where (a) follows from (15). Using (15) again, we can get 
